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P.01

ABOUT

US

Thee Culture is an online marketplace aiding in
the economic development of historically
marginalized communities. Thee Culture is the
intersection of culture and commerce.
We provide a platform for minority owned
businesses to grow their brands, make money
and become leaders in the market. We support
business owners, fashion designers, and artists.
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01.

02.

LARGE

+

SMALL

Thee Culture strives to ensure a level playing field for both large and small businesses. Our
unique marketplace model means:
Small businesses that do small batch orders do not unfairly compete with businesses that
have mass-produced inventory. We guarantee this by factoring product type and business size
factor into our vendor selection process.
Businesses are re-categorized each quarter by their monthly sales average. Sorting our
vendors this way allows us to offer benefits and incentives custom to your business needs.

Thee Culture offers advertising
across our social platforms, and
on our website for our vendors.
Vendors also have the option to
request exclusive features in the
#CultureClub newsletter, and in
articles written by Thee Culture.
Some advertising options are
fee based.
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ADVERTISING

03.
SHIPPING

+

PACKAGING

MEDIA INSERTS

Thee Culture will provide all vendors with media inserts with Thee
Culture branding (example: A thank you card). This gives a sense of
cohesion to our customers. These media inserts are mandatory to
include in packaged orders, but still allow for vendor branding to
shine through.
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Thee Culture prides itself on our careful selection of trustworthy
vendors. This means we expect our vendors to provide customers
with high-quality items. Verified buyers are allowed to leave reviews
on items they purchase. Consistent complaints or low reviews may
result in the removal of products from our site.
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As a Vendor, you are allowed to use your own custom packaging.
Vendors may also take advantage of packaging from Thee Culture.
We encourage you to do what works best for your business.

COMMISSION

Bills, Bills, Bills. It’s not easy running a business. Especially if you
have to hustle for every customer just to pay the rent. Enter Thee
Culture - an online marketplace that puts you in charge of your
commission rate, so that you are always getting the most out of
what you put in.

04.

THEE

Here's how it works. Once a
month vendors can choose a
personal commission rate
between 2.5-5% (for smaller
businesses) or 5-10% (for larger
businesses). It's really that
simple.
We also understand that
different products have different
profit margins. That is why some
product categories will have a
flat commission rate.*

*This means that for some products vendors will pay only the category commission rate and not their custom commission rate.
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MODEL

WHAT WE LOOK
FOR

INNOVATION

Thee culture aims to give customers an exciting
marketplace experience. As a vendor, you help
make this a reality. We love innovation and
creativity. We also love products that are already
proven to sell, but new and emerging brands are
always welcome.
VALUES

It is paramount that vendors we choose share the
values at the heart of Thee Culture. Vendors must
have ethical business practices, value inclusion,
and be able to follow our social compliance
policies.
QUALITY

We are looking for products that are safe for
consumers and compliant with federal and state
regulations. Vendors should also be capable of
maintaining high-quality brand standards. This
includes accurate product descriptions, clean
product photos, and a strong brand identity.
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05.

06.
We ask that our vendors submit at least one product to be
offered at a discounted rate as a part of our ongoing email signup incentive. Commission will not be charged on this product.
Vendors can opt-in or out of any other promotions created and
managed by Thee Culture.
COMMUNITY

Thee Culture runs on the power of community and
collaboration. We take community-centered approaches to our
business practices by inviting vendors to participate directly in
our decision-making process. Vendors can submit suggestions,
concerns, and ideas through our dedicated vendor's page.
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PARTICIPATION

Vendors should be compliant with
Federal and State regulations when
applicable.
Be able to provide an EIN, or any other
tax person identification number. (SSN,
or ITIN). If vendors can collect sales
tax, vendors must be able to verify this
with documentation.
All brands should be at least 51%
owned by persons of color.
Exceptions can be made for brands
consisting of two people as long as
they share equal ownership of the
brand.

07.
While it is not a requirement to join,
Thee Culture asks that all vendors be
able to qualify for federal, state, or
local minority-owned business
certification.
While not required, we love vendors
who can ship their products at low
costs to consumers.
Vendors should be based in North
America.
Vendors should be able to sell products
of their own design and branding. This
means that vendors cannot sell items
using licensed or trademarked designs
that they do not own.
Vendors should be able to package and
ship orders within a reasonable amount
of time.
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STNEMERIUQER RODNEV

Vendors should be able to provide
product images in the dimensions
2048x2048 for all products. Product
images should be high quality and not
blurry.
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